
AN APPLICATION OF FRACTIONAL INTEGRATION

TO CHAIN TRANSFORM THEORY

CHARLES FOX

1. Introduction. In two previous papers, Fox [2; 3], I have defined

chain transforms and obtained the conditions that a set of functions

should form the kernels of a chain transform. In this paper I shall

show that the property of forming a set of kernels of a chain trans-

form is largely invariant under the operation of fractional integration.

Thus from one set of chain transform kernels we can, by means of this

operation, obtain an infinite number of other such sets of kernels.

We shall use here the definition of fractional integration which has

been developed largely by Erdelyi [l] and Kober [4].

2. Chain transforms. A chain transform of order ra is defined, [3],

as a set of n equations divided into two subsets, one of i and the other

of j equations, where i+j = n, i, j and n being all positive integers.

These subsets of equations are as follows:

/""    / x\ du

o       \u / u

/»»   / x\ dulA — )g,+i(u) — = gq(x),
o      \u / u

where p runs through i integers and q through j integers, but not

necessarily in consecutive fashion. Between them p and q run through

the first n positive integers. The functions g,(x) commence with

gi(x) and terminate with g„+1(x).

For the system (1), (2) to be a chain transform of order n we must

have (i) g„+i(x) =gi(x), so that there are only w of these functions

and (ii) each of the functions g,(x), i = \, 2, 3, - - - , n, occurs twice

in the system (1), (2), once on the right hand side and once on the

left. In one of these occurrences it will appear as gi(x) and in the

other as gi(u). The functions rp(x) and lq(x) are known as the kernels

of the chain transform. When w = 2 the system reduces to the Gen-

eralized Fourier Transform, Titchmarsh [5],

In my two previous papers, [2; 3], I have given examples of chain

transforms of various orders. An example of order three is as follows:
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/' °Y u \ du
( — *-''W«) —,

o   \x / u

/' °° due-*i'g,(u) — i
0 M

J'00 1 <2tt

o    {1 + (x/u) J «

Here we have two kernels on the right and one on the left.

The conditions for the existence of a chain transform are of two

kinds, (i) convergence conditions for the functions gi(x) and the

kernels and (ii) a condition which must be satisfied by the kernels

alone. We shall not be concerned here with the conditions satisfied

by the functions gi(x). The kernels satisfy the following conditions:

if mf(x) denotes the Mellin transform of f(x), see (8), (9) §3, then

II mi*) = II 2Wrp(x),
(6) , p

if there are kernels on both sides of (1), (2). If there are no kernels

on the left of (1), (2) then the product on the left hand side of (6)

must be replaced by 1 (unity) and if there are no kernels on the right

of (1), (2) then the right hand product of (6) must be replaced by 1

(unity). The values of q and p in (6) are the same as the values of q

and p which occur in the kernels of (1) and (2).

In (3), (4), (5) we have rx(x) =e~^/x and mrx(x)=Y(l-s);

r2(x) =e~' and Sttr2(x) =T(s); lx(x) = 1/(1 +*) and Wllx(x) =7r/sin (sir).

Evidently (6) is satisfied since 7r/sin (sir) =T(1 — s)r(s).

In addition to (6) the kernels must satisfy some convergence condi-

tions; e.g. as all the kernels are in L(0, «=) or all are in Z.2(0, oo),

Fox [2, pp. 680, 684]. If (6) is satisfied and one of these convergence

conditions also holds we shall say that the kernels are the kernels of

a chain transform.

3. Fractional integration. Various definitions of fractional integra-

tion have been given by several authors, including Riemann, Weyl

and others. We shall follow the work of Kober [4] who has made a

very comprehensive study of this operation. Kober defines four forms

of fractional integration, but we shall discuss only the first one in

detail since it is easy to establish theorems analogous to our Theorem

1 for the other three forms. If rj is a complex parameter then Kober

defines the operator I^af(t) as follows:

(7) g+Ux) = lt.af(t) = -^ f\x - l)"-H«f(t)dt.
T(a) Jo
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(A) Kober proves the following result, [4, p. 199]; If

(i) lg/><=c,

(ii) R(v)>-l/p,
(iii) 7?(a)>0, f(t)ELp(0, oo) then g+a(x) exists almost every-

where in (0, co) and is also in Lp(0, oo).

The Mellin transform of f(x), denoted by 2)J/(x), is defined as

follows: if l-^p-^2 andf(x)ELp(0, oo) then

f(x)x°-ldx, (p = 1)
0

rN
(9) Wf(x) = l.i.m. f(x)x'~Hx, (1 < p ^ 2)

J l/N

where s = (\/p)+it and the limit in the mean has index p/(p — l)

= p\. It is well known that $lf(x)ELpl(— oo, co). For the case p=pi

= 2 see Titchmarsh [5, §3.17] and for the general case l^p<2 the

result is deducible from corresponding theorems in Fourier Transform

theory.

(B) Kober [4, §4] proves that if

(i)   1£P£2,
(ii) f(x)ELp(0, oo) and

(iii) R(n)>(\-p)/p then

+ + r(ij + l - s)
do)       mgUx) = ml*/® = —--———- a»/(*).

T(r) + a + l — s)

4. Fractional integration of kernels.

Theorem 1. If (i) the real parts of all the numbers ap, aq, rjp and rjq

in (11) below are positive, (ii) the functions rp(x) and l,(x) are all in

Lm(0, oo), m'Sil, (iii) rp(x) are the right hand kernels and lq(x) are the

left kernels of a chain transform and (iv)

TT       T{Vq + l ~ S)       =  TT       T(-Vp +1~S)

q    T(-nq + aq + 1 - s) p    T(r)p + ap+ I — s)

then (a) all the functions I* arp(t) and I^a^q(t) are in Lm(0, oo)

and (h) they also form the right hand and left hand, kernels, respectively,

of a chain transform. Here p and q between them run through the first n

positive integers as explained in §2.

Proof. From (A), immediately following (7), it is evident that

(a) follows from condition (ii). To prove (b) we must establish (6)

for the Mellin transforms of the I^a functions. From (10) we have
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(12) n mitt,%iq(t) = n  r^+*-*> n m{t)
9 9    Y(Vq + aq + 1 - s)   t

(13) = n TVr(;+l7), n awo
p    1 (riP + ap + 1 — s)   p

from (11) condition (ii) and (6). On applying (10) to the right hand

side of (13) we have

(14) n 3R/;.«,wo = n Mii,a/P(t).
q p

Statement (b) now follows from (6) and (14) so that the functions

rv(x) and lg(x) remain the kernels of a chain transform after they

have been acted upon by the operators of fractional integration

i+a. This completes the proof of the theorem.

We note, from (a), that when new chain kernels are formed by

means of fractional integration the convergence conditions remain

unchanged. In [3] I prove chain transform theorems where the con-

vergence conditions correspond to the values m = 1 and m = 2 in

condition (ii).

For illustration we shall apply the theorem to the three kernels of

the third order chain transform of (3), (4) and (5). We have rx(x)

= e~llx/x, r2(x)=e~x, lx(x) = l/(l+x), all of which are in L2(0, oo).

The conditions of Theorem 1 are satisfied if rx(x) is unaltered and

r2(x) and lx(x) are replaced by I^ar2(t) and I*Jx(t) respectively, where

rj and a are the same for both functions. From (10) we have

+ T(r, + 1 - s)
(15) mitMt) = ~~i-,   <    \ Y(s),

T(n + a + 1 - s)

+ T(v + 1 - s) T
(i6) mitix(t) =     ™ ' - —— •

Y(n + a + 1 — s)   sin (sir)

On applying the inverse Mellin transform to (15) and (16) we then

obtain new kernels of a third order chain transform. Denoting these

by Rx(x), R2(x) on the right hand side and Lx(x) on the left we have

(17) Rx(x) = e-U'/x,

(18) r2(x) = lFl(v+\;r, + a+l;-x),

(19) Lx(x) = 2Fx(v+l,l;v + a+l;-x).

Here the hypergeometric function 2Fi is given by the standard hyper-

geometric series when Orgx^l and by the analytic continuation of
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this series when x>l. The function 1F1 is a hypergeometric function

of the Kummer type, Whittaker and Watson [6, Chapter XVI ].

The chain transform (3), (4), (5) is related to the Stieltjes trans-

form, Widder [7, Chapter 8]. Since the kernels (17), (18) and (19)

have convergence properties which closely resemble those of (3), (4)

and (5) it is probable that many of the results obtained in Stieltjes

transform theory may also be true for chain transforms with kernels

(17), (18) and (19).

5. Other forms of fractional integration. Kober [4] investigates

three forms of fractional integration in addition to the one we have

used here in §3. The second of these forms is as follows:

_ x*     CM — i — —

(20) *„„(*) = K„af(t) = —-        (/ - x)"   t ' "/(/)*
1(a) J x

with Mellin transform

(21) Wh'Ux) = 9K7WM = J{V + S),    , W(*)-
T(v + a + s)

The conditions for the existence of these functions differ slightly

from those given in A and B §3 above and for the case p = 2, to which

we confine ourselves, the conditions are exactly the same. The form

(20) is associated with the Weyl method of fractional integration.

Evidently a theorem analogous to Theorem 1 can be established

for the form of fractional integration given by (20). The result is

stated here without proof.

Theorem 1A. If the conditions (i), (ii), (iii) and (iv) of Theorem 1

are true then the functions K~ptaprp(t) and K~v0llq(t) are all in Lm(0, oo)

and are, respectively, the right and left hand kernels of a chain transform

of order n.

As explained in §2 the p's and g's between them run through the

first n positive integers. For the purposes of proving this theorem it is

more convenient to write condition (iii) of Theorem 1 with 1—5 re-

placed by 5.

Theorems analogous to Theorems 1 and 1A can also be established

for the other two forms of fractional integration discussed by Kober

in [4].
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SUR LES FONCTIONS DERIVEES, INTEGRABLES AU SENS
DE RIEMANN ET SUR LES DERIVEES

PARTIELLES MIXTES

S. MARCUS

1. Introduction. D'apres A. P. Morse et W. W. Bledsoe, une fonc-

tion /: S—+T (ou 5 et T sont deux espaces metriques avec les dis-

tances d et d') est dite envoisinee (neighborly) au point xES, si pour

chaque e>0 il existe une sphere non vide et ouverte UCS, telle que

pour tout yE U on ait d(x,y)+d'(f(x),f(y)) <e, [l].Puisque U n'est

pas soumise a, la condition de contenir le point x, la propriete ci-dessu

est une generalisation de la notion de continuity. A. V. Martin enonce

dans [7] (sans demonstration) le theoreme suivant: "Si / est une

fonction reelle d'une variable reelle et si la derivee /' existe et est

integrable au sens de Riemann sur tout intervalle compact, alors /'

est envoisinee en chaque point." A. V. Martin affirme en [7] que ce

theoreme pourrait donner certaines suggestions concernant le prob-

leme, encore non resolu, de trouver une caracterisation intrinseque

des fonctions derivees.

Dans la note presente, en utilisant 1'equivalence de la notion de

"fonction envoisinee" avec une notion introduite en 1933 par S.

Kempisty (Theoreme 1), on etablit un theoreme qui contient comme

un cas particulier le resultat de A. V. Martin (Theoreme 2). Puis,

par certains exemples, on montre que la propriete d'etre envoisinee

est loin d'appartenir a chaque fonction derivee, meme bornee

(Theoreme 4), mais elle peut appartenir a, une derivee bornee qui

n'est pas integrable au sens de Riemann (Theoreme 3). Etant donnee

la liaison etroite entre les fonctions derivees et les fonctions ap-

proximativement continues, on etablit, pour ces dernieres, un cas oii

elles sont envoisinees (Theoreme 5). A la fin on donnent quelques

applications au probleme de la commutativite des derivees partielles

mixtes (Theoremes 6 et 7).
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